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Online social spaces have blossomed over the past few years into an exceptional 
instrument for the exchange of ideas and opinions on a range of subjects and in 
forming global communities regardless of location. With this rapid growth in 
popularity comes a problematic side-effect. The public social spaces are commonly 
overloaded with contributions and noise. Traditional interfaces for these social 
environments have inherent limitations when trying to navigate these potentially 
huge information spaces effectively. This study presents a visual interface, which 
helps readers to filter out noise, and hone in on pertinent information in discussion 
forums. With the use of several visual attributes, the developed methodology 
transforms the text-based messages into visual abstractions. This visual illustration of 
a discussion forum allows readers to recognize major subjects of discussions, topical 
transitions over time, and threads including valuable contents intuitively. By 
creating an interface which focuses the primary user tasks to a far more efficient 
cognitive process, perceptual cognition, the overall user interaction with the data 
becomes much more efficient. 
